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The Draft Commander allows for Mobile Fire 
Service Pump Testing (per NFPA 1911 & ISO) at 

your location so your trucks are not out of service 
or having to be driven to a remote location which 

takes time, drivers, and fuel. Your apparatus stays 
ready for service and can be disconnected  

quickly in the event of an emergency.

The Draft Commander 3000® Mobile Fire Pump Testing & Training 

Unit is a unique, environmentally friendly mobile fire testing and 

training unit that allows you to perform a true pump test from draft 

with clean clear water, creating a suction lift requiring the use of a 

primer as per NFPA 1911-2017 Edition, Section 21.7.7 .

Testing ensures the engine and fire pump are performing with 

the correct horsepower and the fire pump is pumping the correct 

amount of GPM.  You have the means of testing your fire truck at 

your desired location, at any time, during various seasons of the 

year offering unmatched simplicity, accuracy, and safety.

MADE IN AMERICA

ENSURING SUCCESS. ALWAYS READY.



Additional Options Available:

Draft Commander 3000® Optional Equipment
Draft Commander Master Monitor Station

Can be added as a double with 
the standard Master Monitor 
on the Draft Commander to 
be used together to perform 
pump testing on two trucks 
simultaneously.
Mod.# DC-SMS

Draft Commander Fire Hose Tester         

Designed to safety test 
fire hoses up to 6” in 
diameter per NFPA 1962, 
and is mounted on the rear 
of the Draft Commander 
transporter.             
Mod.# DC-FHT     

6” Vacuum Butterfly Suction Valve

The 6” Vacuum Butterfly 
Suction Valve is used when 
performing the tank to pump 
flow test, and is also used 
during firefighter engineer 
training.
Mod.# DC-VBSV

Mounted Spare Tire with Custom Cover

This can be a helpful 
feature in case of a flat 
tire or blowout. The tire 
cover is UV rated and 
made of durable material.
Mod. # DC-MST-CC

6" 30° Elbow

The 6" 30° Elbow is used to 
take and relieve strain from 
the hose and couplings and 
provides a better water flow.
Mod. # DC-6-Elbow-30

Draft Commander Gauge Test Kit

Available to test apparatus 
and Draft Commander Master 
Monitor gauges for accuracy.  
All gauges come with a 
calibration certificate with 
serial numbers.
Mod.# TPMVG-14

Draft Commander Mini Monitor Station

Allows you to perform a 
pump test on two trucks 
simultaneously. The station 
comes complete with 
vacuum, pressure, and pitot 
gauges. Gauges come with 
serial numbers & calibration 
certificates.
Mod.# DC-MMS

6” Suction Drafting Tube (3rd Suction)

With the added 6” suction 
drafting tube, you can 
increase your pump test 
up to 4000 plus GPM.  The 
draft tube is permanently 
mounted into the reservoir 
on the Draft Commander 
transporter.
Mod.# DC-3SDT

The Draft Commander Handline 
Nozzle Tester is designed 
to accurately test the flow 
and pressure of handline fire 
nozzles with ranges 30-500 
GPM per NFPA 1962 Standards.
Mod.# DC-HLNT-SS-1962

Draft Commander Handline Nozzle Tester

The Draft Commander Custom 
Designed Cover is UV rated 
and has double reinforcements 
on the corners to help prevent 
wear and tear. It is equipped 
with adjustable straps at the 
bottom.
Mod.# DC-CC

Draft Commander Full Size Custom Cover

The 6” Wet Hydrant with 
Suction Valve is used during 
fire pump engineer training 
to enable the flow of water 
without using a primer on 
the fire engine.
Mod.# DC-WHSV

6” Wet Hydrant with Suction Valve

Draft Commander 3000® Trainer  
The Draft Commander 
3000® Trainer for Fire Pump 
Engineer and Firefighter 
Training performs in the same 
manner as our Standard Draft 
Commander 3000®, but also 
gives you the capability to 
enhance your department’s 
training. 
Mod. # DC1911-3000 TRAINER

- Vacuum Tester
- Fire Hydrant
- DC Training Kit
- 4” extra inlets (for handline nozzle tester, flowing large GPM, and Training)


